Summary.
--
A study of about 105 proton-proton interactions at %/~ ~ 52.5GeV was performed by using the ISR Split Field 3Iagnet. Correlations between particlc~ pairs with like and unlike charges were studied in terms of six variables. The main conclusions are i) the difference in the a~imuthal asymmetry parameter between unlike-and like-charge pairs shows up at invariant masses between 500 and 1200 3[oV, i.e. in the region of the well-known resonances; ii) a supershort (Ay<0.5) correlation effect exists for unlike-as well as for like-eh.~rge pair~; iii) the azimuthal asymmetry parameter remains positive (back-to-back configurations arc preferred) even for very large values of the rapidity variables, independent of the charge configurations. The l0 ~ interactions represent a high statistical sample of events ~dthout any sort of trigger bias, such as high Pv, multiplicity, or energy. A w~y to u~derst~ad the (lyn~mics underlying the multiparticle production processes in hudronic inter~ctions is the study of two-particle correlations (~),
(1) For a revi~'.w of tile expcrime.ntaI data, see P. DARm~:LA'r: Proceedings o] the VI International Colloquium on Multiparticle Reactions, Oxford, 1975 (Dideot, 1975) , p. 1 ; T. DEL FRETE: Riv. Nuovo Ginienlo, 5, 532 (1975) High-Energy Physics, Paiermo, 1975 (Bologna, 1976) ,
:Extensive studies in this field have been done at proton accelerators (~~) and ~t the IStr ($-11).
The purpose of this work is to report on a study based on a high-statistics sample (--,10 ~) of (~normal~) or <(unbiased,> interactions, i.e. interactions without a trigger condition on high p~, multiplicity, or energy. This study has been focused on the two-body azimuthal correla~ious of hke-and unlike-charge pairs over a range of variables, related to the pair and to the event. More precisely, the variable i) azimuthal angle between pairs of particles of equal and opposite charge has been studied as a function of fi) the rapidity difference~ iii) the r difference, iv) the mean transverse momentum, 
